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We are going to look at some portraits
of people who lived in a famous city in
England. Portraits can tell us a lot
about the people in them.
Look closely and see what
you can find out.

These portraits are of two very
famous people.
What do you notice about
them?
How would you describe them?

This is another painting.
What does the painting tell you?
What might be happening?

Would you
see people
looking like
this today?

Finding out by
Looking at Portraits

QCA Section 1

On the right is a queen.
Who do you
She is our queen, Queen
think these
Elizabeth II at her coronation in
people might be?
June 1953.

How quickly did you guess
that the people in these
portraits were all very rich.
Only rich people could
afford to pay a painter to
paint their portrait!

This
a portrait
of
Whoisdo
you think
Charles
II when
this might
be? he
was crowned King.
Look carefully at his
clothes. Do they look
like the clothes we
might wear?
Do his clothes tell
you anything about
him?

Here are two more portraits. The
first is a portrait of an important
lady who was a friend of King
Charles. The second is a portrait
of a rich young lady.

Here is a portrait of a
father with his two
daughters.
Do you think this
is a new portrait
or a portrait that
was painted a
long time ago?

How are their
clothes different to
the clothes ladies
wear now?

Why?

Did you guess that the
King lived long ago?

Of course not everyone was rich enough
to dress as beautifully as the people in
the portraits you’ve just seen.

These are the portraits we saw
at the beginning.
Can you remember who the
person in the first portrait is?
It’s a portrait of King Charles II.

His name was
Samuel Pepys and
he was from a time
in history that is
known as the
“Stuarts”.

This is a portrait
of another
important man
who lived in
London long
ago.

Samuel Pepys was
33 years old when
he sat for this
portrait.
Can you see that
he has something
in his hand? This is
a clue as to why he
is so famous.
Can you guess?

Samuel Pepys is famous because he kept a diary.

Do you know what a diary is?

Can you guess why his diary became so
important that it made him famous?

Samuel Pepys wrote
in his diary almost
every day. He wrote
about his life, his
family and what
was happening
around him.
He wrote a lot
about what
happened in the
city where he lived.

A page of his diary.

When Samuel Pepys
died his diary was
kept safe so that it
would never be lost.
Now his diary is kept
safe in a museum.
His diary is so
important because it
tells us all about what
it was like to live long
ago.

This is a portrait of
John Evelyn and
below is a picture he
drew of his family’s
house near London.

Samuel Pepys was not the only one who wrote
a diary. John Evelyn was also writing his diary
at the same time. Both these people saw
something that happened which became very
famous.

This is a letter
from Samuel Pepys
to John Evelyn.
They were good
friends and both of
them knew King
Charles.

They were eyewitnesses
to a Great Fire.

John Evelyn’s diaries.

Two portraits of John Evelyn

We have looked at portraits of three important
people. Can you remember who they were?

They all lived a
very long time
ago but how
long ago?

King Charles II

This is a timeline.
The numbers you can
see are years.
We also call them
dates. Do you know
what year it is now?
Do you know the date?

Samuel Pepys

1600

100 years is
called a century.
On the timeline
each century has
a different colour.

1700
1800
1900
2000

John Evelyn

1600
1700

1620
1633
1660

1800

Can you remember that we said
Samuel Pepys and John Evelyn
were eyewitnesses?
What was it they saw and wrote
about in their diaries?

2012

It was a Great
Fire!

2100
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2012

1800

Can you see
our year on
the timeline?

2000

2012

2100

Where and When did the Great Fire Begin?
QCA Objectives
Children should learn:
•where the Great Fire broke out
•when the fire happened
•to place the event on a time line showing periods in the history of England
Activities
Show the children portraits of Charles II, Samuel Pepys, (John Evelyn) and a citizen from
mid-seventeenth-century England. Ask the children to describe the clothes and
appearance of each. Use the information to establish that the fire began a 'very long
time ago' in the period known as 'the Stuarts'. Ask the children to locate 'a very long
time ago' on a simple time line. Explain who Charles II was, and introduce Samuel Pepys
as someone who saw the fire and wrote about it.

1900
2000

1700

1900

2100

John Evelyn was born in
1620.
Samuel Pepys was born
in the year 1633.
King Charles was made
king in 1660.
How long ago was that?

1600

Why do you think it looks dark?
Can you guess when the fire started?

Outcomes
•locate the event on a time line and recognise that it took place in London
•describe the hairstyle and clothes of Charles II and Samuel Pepys, and recognise that
they lived 'a very long time ago'
•place 'a very long time ago' and the Stuarts on a time line
Please note - London and its buildings are introduced in the first PowerPoint

